Weekly Media Summary from the Media Relations team 15-21 March 2014

News this week

Monday 17 March

New Scientist – Iron Man plants are supercharged by nanotech power

Bristol Post - The £2 million bridge planned for Clifton Down in Bristol

BBC Online - Bristol Downs classical bridge to use trainee stonemasons

BBC Online – Is Britain on the road to recovery

Tuesday 18 March

Therapy Today - In the client's chair: It helps to feel I’m in control

Wednesday 19 March

University Business – Get reading with UWE

South West Business – Bristol distinguished executive address series

Thursday 20 March

Eastbourne Herald – Worst flooding over last 30 years

South West Business – Bristol Distinguished executive address series

Friday 21 March

Bristol 247 – Judicial review Rovers stadium win has ‘united community’

Sky Sports – Pirates plans back on track

South West Business - Bristol Distinguished Executive Address Series: ‘Businesses should help more’ UK chairman of financial services giant KPMG Simon Collins tells Bristol

South West Business – Bristol Rovers joy as judge kicks out TRASHorfield objections

Bristol Post – Stadium news delights Bristol Rovers manager John Ward

Click Green – Recent Flood could signal onset of climate change

Media Appearances

Dr Chris Alford was interviewed by BBC Radio Bristol about a recent study in The Journal of Neuroscience suggesting that prolonged sleep loss could lead to certain brain cells dying.
Bill Marshall was interviewed by BBC Radio Bristol about the developments with UWE Stadium following the outcome of the Judicial Review.